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REGULARITIES IN TOPOLOGICAL DYNAMICS

JUNG OK Yu

O. Introduction

Given a transformation group (X, T) \vith a compact Hausdorff phase
space X, we say points x and y of X are proximal provided, whenever
a is a member of the unique compatible uniformity of X, there exists
tE T such that (xt, yt) Ea. In [12J, this author has introduced the
regular relations which are closely related to the concepts of regular
minimal sets. These relations are defined to be the generalizations of
the proximal relation. The points x and y of X are regular if h (x)
and y are proximal for some automorphism h of X. These relations
are reflexive, symmetric and invariant, but is not in general transitive
or closed.

In this paper we discuss the properties of regular relations more
generally and a necessary and sufficient condition is given for these
relations to be transitive.

1. Preliminaries

An arbitrary, but fixed, topological group will be denoted by T
throughout this paper and we will consider the transformation group
(X, T) with a compact Hausdorff space X. The compact Hausdorff
space X carries a natural uniformity 1L whose indices are the neighborhoods
of the diagonal in X X X.

DEFINITION 1. 1. Let (X, T) be a transformation group.
1) Let xE X. The orbit of x, denoted by xT, is the subset {xt ItE

T} of x.
2) A nonempty subset A of X is called a minimal set if for every x

E A the orbit x T is a dense subset of A. If X is itself minimal, we
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say it is a minimal transformation group.

DEFINITION 1. 2. Let (X, T) and (Y, T) be transformation groups.
If 7r: is a continuous map from X to Y with 7r:(xt) =7r:(x)t (xEX, tE
T) , then 7r: is called a homomorphism. Endomorphism and automorphism
are defined obviously. The set of all automorphisms of X is denoted
by A(X).

DEFINITION 1. 3. The enveloping semigroup E (X) of X defined to be
the closure of T in Xx, providing Xx with its product topology. The
minimal right ideal I is the nonempty subset of E (X) with lE (X) C

I, which contains no proper nonempty subset with the same property.
Let u and v be twoidempotents in E(X). Then u and v to be
equivalent (u'"'-'v) if uv=u and vu=v.
The algebraic properties of enveloping semigroup, and their connection
with the recursive properties of the transformation group are studied in
[7J.

For each xEX, the map Ox: p~ xp of E(X) into X is a
homomorphism, and its image is just the orbit closure xT of x.

Let 7r:: (X, T) ------? (Y, T) be an epimorphism. It is well-known that
there exists a unique epimorphism <p : (E (X), T) ----')- (E (Y), T) such
that 7r:Ox=01tCx)<P for each xEX. Moreover, if 7r: is a homomorphism
of (X, T) onto (X, T), then <p is the identity map of E(X) onto E(X)

DEFINITION 1. 4. The proximal relation P(X) of (X, T) is defined
to be n {aTlaE1t}. (X, T) is said to be distal if P(X)=L1(X),
the diagonal of X XX.

DEFINITION 1. 5. A point xE X is said to be almost periodic under T
if given aE1t, there exists a syndetic subset A of T such that xAcxa.
(X, T) is pointwise almost periodic if and only if each point of X is
almost periodic.

REMARK 1. 6. Let xE X, and let M be a minimal set contained in
xT. Then there exists a minimal right ideal I in E(X) such that M
=xI. ([4J).

2. Regular relations

DEFINITION 2.1. Let H be a subset of A(X), and let RH(X, T) or
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simply RH(X) be the set of all (x, y) EXXX such that hex) and yare
proximal for some hEH. The regular relation R(X, T) or simply
R(X) on (X, T) is defined to be the set RAm (X) i. e., (x, y) ER(X)
if and only if (h(x),y)EP(X) for some hEA(X).

REMARK 2.2. P(X) =RlX(X) cRll(X) cR(X), for every subgroup
H of A(X).

The following theorem is quite analogue to that of Theorem 2. 2. 3
[12J and the proofs will be omitted.

TIIEORE~1 2. ~). Let (X, T) be a transformation groujJ and let II be
a subgroup of A (X). Then the following statements hold.

1) RH (X, T) is a rejle.r:iz'e, symmetric and invariant relation.
2) If E (X) contains just one minimal right ideal, then RH (X) is an

equivalence relation.

TJlEORDI 2.4. Let Hand K be subgroups of A(X) and licK. If
RH (X) is an equivalence relation, then so is R K(X).

Proof. By Theorem 2.3. 1, we need only to show that R K (X) is
transitive. Let (.r,y)ERK(X) and (y,z)ERK(X). There exist kj and
kz in K such that (k1(x),y)EP(X)cRH(X) and (kz(y),z)EP(X)C
RH(X). Since (kzkdx) , k2 (y»EP(X)cRH(X) and RH(X) is
transitive, (kzk j (x), z) E RH (X). By definition of RH (X), there exists
an hEli such that (hkzk1(x),z) EP(X). IJcK implies hk1kzEK and
thus we obtain (x, z) E RK (X).

It is well-known that P (X, T) is transitive if and only if there is
only one minimal right ideal in E (X). Therefore we have

COROLLARY 2.5. If P(X) is transitive, then so is RH(X) for every
subgroup H of A(X).

The following theorem gives a necessary and sufficient condition for
RH (X) to be an equivalence relation.

THEOREM 2.6. Let (X, T) be a transformation group and let H be
a subgroup of A (X). The following are equivalent;

1) RH (X) is an equivalence relation.
2) Let u be an idempotent of enveloping semigroup E (X). Then

(xu, yu) E RH (X) for every (x, y) E RH (X).

Proof. 1) implies 2). Let (x,y)ERH(X) anduz=uEE(X). Note
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that (x,xu)ERH(X) for all xEX. Since (x,xu), (x,y), (y,yu) are
all in RH (X) and RH (X) IS transitive, it follows that (xu, yu) E

RH(X).
2) implies 1). It suffices to show that RH (X) is transitive. Let

(x,y)ERH(X) and (y,z)ERH(X). For a given idempotent u of a
minimal right ideal Iof E(X), we have (xu, yu) ERH(X) and (yu,

zu) ERH(X) by assumption. There exist hI and h2 in H such that
(hI (XU) , yu) EP(X) and (h2(yu) , zu) EP(X). Therefore there exist
minimal right ideals I' and I" in E(X) such that hI (xu)p=yup,
hz(yu)q=zuq for all pEI' and qEl".
Let u"'-Ju''''-Ju'' with idempotents u' El' and u" El". Then we obtain

hI (xu) U' = yuu', hz (yu) u" =zuu"
and

hI (x) u=h1(x) uu' =h1 (xu) U' = yuu' = yu.
Since H is a group, h1h2 EH and it follows that

hzh1(x) u=h2(yu) =h2(y) u=h2(y) uu" =zuu" =zu,
which shows that h2h1 (x) and z are proximal. Thus, we have (x, z) E

RH(X). The proof is completed.

COROLLARY 2. 7. Let H be a subgroup of A (X). If RH (X) is closed,
then RH(X) is transitive.

Proof. Let (x, y) ERH(X) and uZ=uEE(X). Since RH(X) is inva
riant and closed, (x, y)u=lim (x, y)ta=lim (xta, yta) = (xu, yu) ERH(X).

In the following two corollaries give us the necessary and sufficient
conditions for p(X) and R(X) to be transitive.

COROLLARY 2.8. Let (X, T) be a transformation grouv. The following
are equivalent;

1) P (X) is an equivalence relation.
2) Let u2=uEE(X). Then (xu, yu) EP(X) for all (x, y) EP(X).
3) Let xEX and let Ul and U2 be any equivalent idempotents of E(X).

Then (XUh xuz) EP(X).

Proof. 1) implies 2). It follows from Theorem 2.6. (H= Ix)
2) implies 3). Note that (XUh x) EP(X) for every xEX and UIZ=

u1EE(X). Therefore (XUh xuz) = (XUh X)U2= (XUIUZ, XU2) EP(X).
3) implies 1). We need only to show that P(X) is transitive. Let

(x,y)EP(X) and (y,z) EP(X). There exist minmal right ideals I
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and I' such hat xp=yp and yq=zq for all pEI and qEI'. Let u"-'u'
with idempotents uEI and u'EI'. Then xu=yu and yu'=zu'.
By assumption, we have (yu, yu') EP(X). Since (yu, yu') is an almost
periodic point of (XXX, T), we obtain yu=yu'. Similarly, we also
have zu=zu'. Therefore xu=yu=zu'=:zu, which implies that (x, z) E

P(X).

CoROLLARY 2.9. Let (X, T) be a transformation group. The
following are equivalent;

1) R (X) is an equivaence relation.
2) Let uZ=uEE(X). Then (xu, yu) ER(X) for all (x, y) ER(X).
3) Let :rE X and let UI and U2 be any equivalent idempotents of E (X).

Then (XUI, XU2) ER(X).

Proof. 1) ~ 2) follows from Theorem 2. 6 (H= A (X», 2) ~ 3)
is straightforward, because (:rUh x)ER(X) for all xEX. 3) ~ 1)
is due to ([I2J, Theorem 2.2.6).

THEOREM 2. 10. Let :rE X and let MI and M2 be minimal sets

contained in :rT. Then there are points Yi E M i such that (x, Yi) ER (X)
for i=I, 2.
Moreover, if R (X) is transitive, then (MI> T) and (Mz, T) are
isomorphic.

Proof. The proof. of the first part follows from Lemma 2[4J and

Corollary 2.9. Now, suppose that R(X) is transitive. Since MI and

M z are minimal sets in xl', there exist minima right ideals 11 and
12 such that :rII =MI and :rlz=M2.
By Corollary 2.9, (:rUI> :rU2) ER(X), where UI 2=uIEII, U22=U2EI2
and UI"-'U2. Hence we get (h (.TUI) , xuz) E P (X) for some h in A (X).
Therefore h(:ruI)p=xu2P for some pEE(X). Since XUIPExI1E(X)c
XII =Mj and :ruzPExI2E(X) c:rI2=M2, we have h(XUI)P=.TU2PEh(MI)
nM2•

Now from the fact that h(MI) and M 2 are minimal, we obtain h(MI)
=M2• This shows that (MI , T) and (M2, T) are isomorphic.

REr\lARK 2.11. Let (X, T) be a transformation group and let S be
a syndetic subgroup of T. Then RH (X, S) =RH(X, T) for subset H

of A(X).

THEOREM 2.12. Let (X, T) be a transformation group. Let hEA(X).
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Suppose that the set {(x, y) EXXXlh(x) and y are proximal} is closed.
Then RH(X) is transitive for subgroup H of A(X).

Proof. Let S= {(x, y) EXxXlh(x) and y are proximal} be closed.
From Corollary 1. [4J and Corollary 2. 5, it is enough to show that
P (X) is closed. Let ((xa, Ya)) be a net in P (X) such that ((xa, Ya))
converges to (x, y). Then ((h-1(xa), Ya) is a net in S and converges
to (h- 1 (x),y). Since S is closed, we obtain (h-1(x),y)ES, that is, x
and Y are proximal and therefore P(X) is closed.

REMARK 2. 13. Suppose that there exists a Xo E X such that XQ is
regular and distal from all other points of X. Then R(X) =XXX.

REMARK 2.14. Suppose R(X) =XXX and let (Y, T) be minimal.
Then every two minimal sets in (XX Y, T) are isomorphic.
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